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Questions

 How to create the renewable energy foresight base in
Cuban electric sector?

 Which is the actual level of Absorptive Capacity ACAP at
different levels of organization, in order to build, operate
and maintain new electrical power plants, based on RES in
Cuba

 What could be the strategies for capacity building in order
to increase ACAP to optimize and enriching the new
technologies concerning to renewable energy
development?



Objective

Capacity Building for Renewable Energy
Foresight in Cuban Electric Sector, in order to
implement the Cuban Policy for Development
of Renewable Energy.



Framework

The process of technology transfer is critical for deployment
new technologies inside organizations. This depends on the
absorptive capacity (ACAP) .

 The essence of the innovation process resides in the
capacity of an organization to establish:

 mechanisms of social interaction,

 and in the integration of the knowledge allowing to re-
combine its resources

 to absorb external knowledge to deploy them into the
innovative organizational activity .



Framework

De Paula Guedes et al (2016) 



Contribution

The contextualization under Cuban conditions of the
model developed by De Paula Guedes et al (2016) to
evaluate the ACAP and the application of the
procedure developed by Filgueiras (2013).



Material and Methods



Survey

↘A quantitative descriptive survey was used as a
research strategy for accomplishing the assessment of
ACAP of the Cuban electric companies, entailed to the
Cuban conditions.

↘The questionnaire was structured in two parts. The
first being is used to identify the surveyed
organizations and the second consisting of 26
questions, divided into four groups, using primarily
the four elements proposed by Zahra & George (2002)



Sample

-10 electric companies that are distributed through the 
Cuban Island

-4 sugar cane producer, with development of RES 
projected

-4 companies, which produce the different components 
of renewable energy power plants 

-6 organizations that take part in the construction and 
assembly of these generation plants with REN



- The questionnaires were sent to all 36 organizations in view
of the greatest possible amount of respondents.

- Of this total, 24 companies responded, with a confidence
level of 95% and accuracy of 5% of the group studied.

- This research used statistical techniques for processing and
analyzing data, culminating in the creation of a ranking that
places the type of organizations according to their level of
ACAP.



The methodology to determine 
strategies 

The general procedure proposed by Filgueiras (2013) 

Phase I: Setting. To determine premises. 

Phase II: Diagnosis of the ACAP level. To determine the limiting components.

Phase III: Process to improve the existing ACAP. To establish the strategies and actions to 

solve the inadequacies, with attention to University-Industry interaction and foreign supplier 

of technology as external sources of knowledge through the implementation of the concerning 

actions plan.

Phase IV: Monitoring and Management of the ACAP process. To establish and deploy the 

management system over the effectiveness during the process to improve ACAP.



Results



Some factors were limiting the ACAP 
in Cuban enterprises involved in RES:

The organization sometimes searches for important
information on aspects related to the field of activity in which it
operates.
The workers, technicians and specialists have a poor

qualification to work in projects of improvement or innovation
of processes and management systems related to RES.

Exploration dimension:

The managers and specialists of the organization don´t have
the appropriate knowledge to perform their functions, related
to RES.
The company doesn`t use multidisciplinary work teams from

different organizational units to solve technological and
organizational problems.

Acquisition dimension:



Some factors were limiting the ACAP 
in Cuban enterprises involved in RES:

The organization doesn´t promote the exchange of experience
and knowledge among its different organizational units. (For
UNE)
The Formation and training is promoted sometimes in order to

achieve quality improvement and efficiency in production
processes. (Not for UNE)

Assimilation dimension:

The organization does not use the knowledge and experience
accumulated by the personnel for the development of
organizational technological strategy.
The organization doesn´t respond skillfully to changes in the

field of activity in which it operates using new knowledge.

Transformation dimension:



Discussion

The diagnosis results of the existing level of ACAP
confirmed it is not adequate to face the accelerated
assimilation of renewable energy in all organization.

Both the UNE and the rest of the organizations involved
in the development of the RES have a low performance
in the exploration, acquisition, assimilation and
transformation of knowledge to achieve success in the
technology transfer processes.



Discussion

The diagnosis results of the existing level of ACAP
confirmed it is not adequate to face the accelerated
assimilation of renewable energy in all organization.

Both the UNE and the rest of the organizations involved
in the development of the RES have a low performance
in the exploration, acquisition, assimilation and
transformation of knowledge to achieve success in the
technology transfer processes.

But, UNE and the others have to work hardly in the
implementation of mechanism to integrate knowledge
externally and internally too



Conclusions



Conclusions

 It is needed to develop strategies to increase the basis of
knowledge, because the managers, specialists, technicians
and workers don´t have the appropriate qualification to
work in projects of improvement or innovation of processes
and management systems related to RES.

 The main strategies and actions to improve the ACAP level
are proposed, aiming to that 100% of personnel in the level
of workers should finish their specialization in a period not
more than 4 years and planned re-certification for each
person annually.

 Then the capacity building for renewable energy foresight in
Cuban electric sector is a big challenge we have to face.
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